Reconsidering Minds of the folklore "Mayoiga" by 佐々木  赳人
「マヨヒガ」伝承に込められた心意の再考 : 柳田
國男・佐々木喜善を出発点として
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• Ardner, E. 1970“Witchcraft, Economics and the Continuity of the Belief.，” 
in M. Douglas (ed.), Witchcraft Conjむsionsand Accusations. London : 
Tavistock. 
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Reconsidering Minds of the folklore ‘Mayoiga 
Taketa Sasaki 
This essay is focuses on the folklore “Mayoiga”handed down in Iwate. Since it 
was taken up by the Kunio Yanagita, it has attracted attention as a suitable material 
to explore native’s wish and view on an alien world. However, while researchers 
had treated Yanagita’s texts as a material, they had not done Kizen Sasaki’s. 
Moreover，“Mayoiga”has two kinds: a difference in a time or a main character. 
Disregarding those differences, there had be no research analyzed in consideration 
of those in the context. I regard these points as questionable, reconsider minds 
which natives and describers including in. 
Four texts which Yanagita and Sasaki described are main subjects. Those are 
divided into “Mayoiga A”and ‘百fayoigaB”by a difference in the time when it was 
told, a main character. Both common feature and difference are analyzed, so the 
following things are understood. 
[Common feature] 
• The impression to Ma~oiga : A symbol of concrete adoration and awe. 
• The condition to visit to Mayoiga : To overcome a difficulty which looks easy. 
[Peculiar feature] 
明白yoigaA” 
• A function to convince of a rapid prosperity of new-rich and an unfairness of 
wealth. 
• A function to treat the rich specially as the symbol of Mayoiga. 
“Mayoiga B” 
• A function to identify listeners with a main character, so give actual severity. 
This time, by recognizing those as separate existences, we became possible to 
analyze mind of a narrator or a listener more precisely when studying an adaptation 
featuring “Mayoiga”． 
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